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Kinetic properties of DNA migration under clamped homogeneous
electric field conditions
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Abstract

By analyzing DNA migrations per pulse at different pulse times we determined the reorientation times and migration
velocities, during and after DNA reorientation of molecules separated under different clamped homogeneous electric field
(CHEF) electrophoretic conditions. We obtained functions relating these parameters and DNA migration per pulse with
running variables and DNA size. A statistical procedure that validates the predictions of these functions was also proposed
using identical data for function fitness and validation. A method is proposed to estimate DNA size, reorientation time and
migration velocities using the distance migrated by a DNA molecule in a single CHEF experiment.  1998 Elsevier
Science B.V.
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1. Introduction moves in steady fields and when it reorientates itself
in alternating fields [3,4]. This confirms that under

DNA molecules are resolved by pulsed field gel any PFGE conditions, the motion mechanism and the
electrophoresis (PFGE) in patterns that depend on velocity of a DNA molecule depend on the elapsed
the system, sample, buffer, gel concentration, electric pulse time (t ) and the molecule reorientation timep

field, temperature, pulse time and running time [1,2]. (t ) [1,4–6]. Mobility curves have been developed tor

Direct observation of DNA by fluorescence micro- mathematically describe DNA motion in PFGE as a
scopy revealed different motion mechanisms when it function of pulse time [2,6]. However, if the elapsed

portion of t surpasses t , DNA migrates as it does inp r

steady field and, if t is shorter than t the moleculep r

remains reorienting itself. Whereas, when the elapsed*Corresponding author. Corresponding address: Department of
t is equal to t , the migration mechanism changes,Molecular Biology, Neurosciences Branch, National Center for p r

Scientific Research (CNIC), P.O Box 6990, Havana, Cuba. and at this point the function describing DNA
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mobility becomes discontinuous. Thus, two functions 2. Theory, assumptions and statistical
of pulse duration might be used for a better descrip- procedures
tion of the motion of a DNA molecule during a
single pulse, they may be separated at the point 2.1. Identification of the variables
where the mobility curve is discontinuous. Functions
based on these assumptions have been proposed Yeast chromosome (YC , YC ,..,YC ) of contour1 2 n[5–8] using as parameters the velocities during and lengths (L , L ,..,L ) were separated under different1 2 nafter the molecule reorientation and its reorientation combinations of electric fields (E) and temperature
time. These parameters are affected by the running (T ). The selected combinations of E and T are shown
conditions and DNA size [8,9]. in Table 2. We used the variable i, which identifies

Considering the above mentioned postulates and each row , to index E, T, h, YC and L as E , T , h ,i i i ifunctions, here, we obtained new mathematical ex- YC and L . The pulse times (t ) and the numbers ofi i ppressions to accurately describe the migration of pulses (N ), applied to the CHEF experiments (a totalpDNA molecules under distinct clamped homoge- of m runs) performed at a given E and T , werei ineous electric field (CHEF) experimental conditions. additionally indexed by the integer variable k; which
The analysis of DNA migration per pulse obtained at ranges between 1 and m. Thus, for a molecule of
different pulse times and under identical electro- contour length L , electrophoresed at the electric fieldiphoretic conditions allows the determination of the E , temperature T , pulse times t for the numbersi i piktwo migration velocities and the reorientation time of of pulses N , we will have the arrays of migratedpikthe molecule [5,7]. In this paper, we obtained distances D and the migrations per pulses d . Theik ikmigration data for DNA molecules (230–1532 kb) migration velocities during and after DNA reorienta-
separated under different CHEF and miniCHEF tion and its reorientation time (obtained at a given Eirunning conditions. Recently, we have found that and T ) will be named v , v and t , respectively.i ri mi riunder similar electrophoretic conditions CHEF The t will be also indexed by i because eachpchambers of different sizes provide equal migration molecule is resolved in a particular pulse time
per pulse of DNA molecules [10]. We studied here if interval that depends on the used CHEF conditions.
(a) the two migration velocities could be described
by a modified Lumpkin and Zimm’s equation [11],

2.2. Model for the migration per pulse of a DNA(b) the DNA reorientation time could be described
molecule as two functions of pulse timeby its contour length and its reorientation velocity

[9], and (c) two general linear functions that have as
Under constant electrophoretic conditions, theparameters the two migrations velocities and the

migrations per pulse of a DNA molecule [12] (calledreorientation time could describe migration per pulse
here d during the reorientation and d after theof DNA molecules at any pulse time and electro- r m

reorientation) separated in a selected pulse timephoretic conditions. If our functions describe well
interval are described by two linear functions of theDNA motion they also would predict well both
pulse time. This description uses as parameters thevelocities, reorientation time and migration per pulse.
velocities during and after the molecule reorientationThus, we carried out the validation of these predic-
and its reorientation time [5–7,10]. We have for dtions by developing a statistical procedure that uses r

and d :the complete set of experimental points for functions m

fitness and cross validation. The procedure is based d 5 n t when t , 5 t (1)r r p p ron the deletion of each experimental point during the
fitness and on its posterior prediction by the function.

d 5 n (t 2 t ) when t . t (2)m m p r p rWe also developed a procedure that estimates DNA
size, reorientation time and migration velocities where the migration per pulse is
using the distance migrated by a DNA molecule in a
single CHEF electrophoresis. d 5 D/N (3)p
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2.3. Estimation of DNA reorientation time and coefficients of Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively. The
migration velocities using migrations per pulse parameters v , t and v were taken by analogyri ri mi

obtained at different pulse times between Eqs. (1) and (4) and Eqs. (2) and (5),
respectively. Thus, v 5(a ) , v 5(b ) and t 5ri 1 i mi 1 i ri

The parameters v , v and t of a DNA molecule (2b ) /(b ) [5,7]. The experimental pulse time thatr m r 0 i 1 i

separated under given experimental conditions can splits the arrays d , t to fit both linear equations isik pik

be determined by analyzing the relationship between called t and is automatically selected by thep(i,lim)

DNA migration per pulse and pulse time [5,7,10]. computer program as the one that separates Eqs. (4)
For a DNA molecule separated by CHEF at different and (5), rendering a minimum in the sum of their
pulse times (a total of m runs) and at a given residual errors [7]. Linear fittings were done obtain-
combination of electric field (E ) and temperature ing the M-estimates of the regression coefficientsi

(T ) (Table 2, rows), we obtained the arrays of [13] (called here f the intercept and f the slope) asi 0 1

migrations per pulse (d ) and pulse times (t ). To described in the accompanying paper [10]. This is aik pik

determine v , v and t , the arrays (d , t ) were robust regression method that avoids the deleteriousri mi ri ik pik

split at a particular t , (see below) and fitted to two influence of data outliers in the estimates. Forpik

distinct linear functions of pulse duration (see Figs. 1 simplicity, in this section we rewrite the array (d ,ik

and 2,4 to note the two slopes in the data of each t ) without the index i as (d , t ). M-estimates arepik k pk

molecule). During reorientation we fitted: the arguments that minimized the summation of the
absolute deviations uE u, then f and f are:k 0 1d 5 (a ) 1 (a ) tik 0 i 1 i pik

for a given i and k ranging from 1 to lim (4) (f , f ) 5 arg minO E ;u u0 1 k

and after reorientation: where E 5 d 2 (f 1 f t ) and k 5 1,..,nk k 0 1 pk

d 5 (b )ik 0 i
The number of ordinate pairs to fit the regression

1 (b ) t for a given i and k ranging from (lim 21 i pik equation is n. The coefficient variances S f and0
21 1) to m (5) S f were also calculated considering1

2 21 2S f 5 t / 4[f(0)] for j 5 0, 1Here, a and a , and b and b are the regression h jj p jj0 1 0 1

Fig. 1. Experimental migrations per pulses (d ) of distinct sized DNA molecules plotted as two linear functions of pulse time (t ).ik pik
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Fig. 2. Experimental migrations per pulses (d ) against pulse times (t ) of DNA molecules separated under different combinations ofik pik

temperatures and electric fields. Molecules were electrophoresed (A and B) at constant electric field and different temperatures, and (C and
D) at constant temperature and different electric fields. The graphics include data collected in CHEF and miniCHEF chambers.

21where t are the diagonal elements of the inverse of 2.4. Assumptions to obtain the expressions forp jj

the design matrix; and f(0) depends on the error DNA migration velocities and reorientation time
distribution function [10]. The calculations were
done by programming iterative algorithms which Based on the reptation theory, Lumpkin and Zimm
used least square estimates as initial values [13]. [11] developed an equation describing DNA mobility

Using the above described procedure we deter- in gel electrophoresis. According to the theory a tube
mined the v , v and t for Saccharomyces cere- is the trajectory that the leading end of the chain hasri mi ri

visiae (196-2, a, his, a kind gift of M. Luzzati, chosen in the agarose gel and that the rest of the
France) chromosomes separated under different chain must follow. The model of tube-like-motion
combinations of electric field and temperature (Table has been considered inadequate for describing gel
2) and we studied the dependence of v , v and t on electrophoresis of DNA [14,15]. This considerationr m r

running variables and DNA sizes. was supported by the results obtained by direct
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observation of DNA movement in the microscopy DNA molecules of distinct sizes separated at
[3,16] and by studying DNA orientation using linear different electric fields and temperatures spend dis-
dichroism (LD) spectroscopy [14]. These studies tinct times to align with the new field direction (t )r

revealed that the motion of DNA molecules in the [1–8]. The effect of running variables on t wasr

gel displays an oscillation cycle of conformational proposed to be contained in the v expression [9].r

changes characterized by an extension and a contrac- Thus, if during t the molecule of contour length Lr

tion phase. Such conformational changes, as the U passed from an agarose path to another in the new
conformation and the formation of kinks, are not field direction at given vr

considered in the original reptation model [14]. st 5 gL /n (7)r rRecently, Akerman [17] analyzed again the available
sdata from LD spectroscopy and microscopy studies, where g is a proportionality constant, and L indi-

and considering the cyclic nature of DNA migration, cates the apparent length of DNA molecules during
he suggested that the fundamental reptation equation the reorientation. We expect s±1, as reported previ-
for DNA electrophoretic mobility also applies in the ously for the dependence of t on DNA size [4,6].r
presence of strong fluctuations in the tube length
[17]. It is known that the variables describing the 2.5. Processing data to fit the equations describing
velocities of different DNA molecules in PFGE are: v , v and tm r rthe electric field (E), the particle net charge (Q), the
DNA contour length (L50.34 nm3bp; where bp is To fit the equations proposed here we used the
the number of base pairs), and the buffer viscosity reported sequenced sizes (kb) of yeast chromosomes
(h) that depends on the experimental temperature. [19]. The initial estimates for the exponents x , y , xr r mThe Lumpkin and Zimm equation gives a quali- and y were obtained by using a logarithmic trans-mtatively correct description of the dependence of formation of Eq. (6) and fitting the following
mobility on field strength, gel concentration and multivariate linear functions
DNA length [14]; thus, we used it for describing the

log v 5 c 1 c log E 1 c log L (8)macroscopic velocities (v and v ) of DNA mole- m 0 1 2r m

cules in CHEF electrophoresis. We fitted for v (v andr
9 9 9log v 5 c 1 c log E 1 c log L (9)v ) a modified equation for the steady state velocity r 0 1 2m

of DNA during conventional agarose gel electro-
phoresis [11] We did not use log Q because it contains size

information and gave correlation among the indepen-
xv 5 bQE /f (6) dent variables. To fit Eqs. (8) and (9) we used the

arrays of the experimentally determined v and vmi ri

as the dependent variables, and Q , L , E and h asIn Eq. (6), b is a proportionality constant and f is i i i i

9the independent ones. The slopes (c and c ) of Eqs.the friction coefficient. It was taken here as f5 j j
y y (8) and (9) were our initial exponent estimates (x 58phL , where L resumes the size information of the m

9 9c ; y 5c 21 and x 5c ; y 5c 21). We sub-DNA molecule. According to previous reports 1 m 2 r 1 r 2

9tracted 1 from c and c after fitting Eqs. (8) and (9)[6,8,18], the exponents x and y should be greater 2 2

to compensate for the presence of L in the variable Qthan one. We expected that E and L would have
(Eq. (6)). Finally, we fitted the experimental parame-different exponents x and y in v and v expressions.r m

ters v and v as linear functions of the variables hThen, for v the exponents will be called x and y ri mi rir r r
xr yrand h , where h 5Q E / [8ph L ], and h 5and for v x and y . In PFGE, DNA molecules mi ri i i i i mim m m

xm ymQ E / [8ph L ], respectively. To obtain the finalmigrate in zigzag, and along the diagonal the ve- i i i i

values of x , y , x and y in Eq. (6) we iteratedlocity is reduced after the reorientation by a factor of m m r r
3 around these initial exponent estimates. The itera-cos(w /2), and during reorientation by a factor of cos

tions ended when v and v expressions gave a(w /2), where w is the angle between the field force m r

minimum in the residual error.lines [8]. As b includes these factors we will use br

The function for describing tr was obtained byand b for v and v expressions, respectively.m r m
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fitting the logarithms of t as linearly depending on 3. Experimentalri
sthe logarithms of (L /v ). According to previousi ri

reports [4,6] we started the iterations with the initial 3.1. Samples
value of s51.17. The iterations around the exponent
s ended when the expression gave a minimum in the Agarose plugs containing immobilized S. cere-
residual error. visiae DNA were prepared as described [20,21]. The

9plugs had the same cell concentration (6.25?10
2.6. Unit system cells /ml) and the samples were prepared using the 4

M urea non-enzymatic procedure that renders de-
To fit equations all physical magnitudes were proteinized DNA [21]. The plugs were cast in special

expressed in the cgs system of units. That is, E in molds that gave samples of 0.2530.430.1 cm
statvolt /cm; L in cm; Q in statcoulomb; h in cP, v (length3width3thickness) for miniCHEF andm

and v in cm/s, t and t in s. 0.8530.8530.2 cm for CHEF.r p r

2.7. Statistical cross validation of functions 3.2. CHEF experiments
predictions

CHEF and miniCHEF chambers provide equal
If an experimental datum is used to fit a regression migrations per pulse of each DNA molecule at the

function, it can not be used to validate the prediction same driving forces and pulse times, but the
of the function for its value. To do it, the datum has miniCHEF resolves the molecules in a shorter time
to be excluded from the original fit. Considering this, [10]. Thus, yeast chromosomes were separated in
we fitted the studied function without a single CHEF (28.4 cm of electrode separation) [22,23] and
experimental point each time. Further, we predicted in our miniCHEF (11.2 cm of electrode separation)
the deleted point and its confidence interval, and laboratory-made chambers [20]. The pulse time and
finally, we determined if the deleted experimental the number of pulses were set and checked by an
point is inside this interval. If we have a prediction automatic controlled switching unit [24]. All gels
efficiency greater than 90% we accept that the (length3width3thickness: 3.933.930.5 cm for
function describes well the relationship among the miniCHEF and 10.4310.431 cm for CHEF) were
variables. That is, we have an array of n experimen- cast at 1.5% agarose (Lachema, Czech Republic)
tal pairs of points [r ,z ], [r ,z ],... [r ,z ] where j concentration in 0.53TBE electrophoretic buffer1 1 2 2 n n

indexes the array and varies from 1 to n, and the pair (13TBE: 89 mM Tris, 89 mM boric acid, 2 mM
r,z represents two any related variables. We need to EDTA, pH 8.3). Before casting the gels, the volume
fit the function z5c 1c r and validate its predic- of the buffer plus the agarose was measured, the mix0 1

tions for all r values. If from the original array we was heated and the evaporated water was replaced.
delete a pair [r ,z ], where i is comprised between 1 The gel was formed at room temperature. Bufferi i

and n, and use the remaining n21 data to fit the height on the gels during the electrophoresis was 0.9
equation z 5c 1c r , we can replace cm in the CHEF and 0.5 cm in the miniCHEF. Each(2i ) 0(2i ) 1(2i ) (2i )

the deleted r in this equation and obtain the corre- experimental set of electrophoretic runnings wasi

sponding prediction z 5c 1c r . If the done under identical conditions but at different pulse(2i ) 0(2i ) 1(2i ) i

0.975 percentile confidence interval of z is also times. We performed four sets of CHEF runnings at(2i )

predicted, we can determine if the corresponding 10, 15, 20 and 308C and 5.8 V/cm. Meanwhile, in
experimental z falls into z 6CL (CL: confidence miniCHEF, we varied the electric field (5.8, 10.71,i (2i )

limits), and know the concordance between the 12.86 and 16.07 V/cm) and the running temperature
experimental and predicted values. This procedure was maintained at 208C. Another set of experiments
was repeated with all points i between 1 and n. The was done in miniCHEF at 8.04 V/cm and 258C (the
index 2i in the coefficients and predictions means pulse time, electric field and temperature are shown
that they were obtained without the point of the in Figs. 1 and 2,4 Table 2). The electric field was
ordinal i in the array [r ,z ]. estimated by dividing the voltage read from thej j
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power supply by the distance between the electrodes. Tablet). Each measurement was carried out at least
The initial buffer ionic strength was checked by three times with a mean error of 0.001 cm. They
measuring the conductivity at 308C, giving an aver- were corrected by the photography magnification
age value of 959 mS. The running temperature, factor, and were divided by the corresponding num-
buffer conductivity and pH were maintained constant ber of pulses (N ) to obtain the migrations per pulsepik

using a peristaltic pump to recirculate the buffer (7 l (d ). The measurements were done exclusively onik

for CHEF and 1.5 l for miniCHEF) through a heat gels where the bands were unequivocally identified.
exchanger that was connected to a regulated tem- Overloaded gels or those having smearing tracks
perature bath (Beckman Instruments, CA, USA). The were discarded.
variation of the temperature during each experiment
was less than 60.28C. Buffer viscosity (h) was 3.4. Software and the regression method to fit
approached using published data of water viscosity equations
(in cP) in the temperature (T ) range of 5–458C
(n59) [25]. We fitted viscosity data to the polynomy: The straight lines were fitted using the robust

2 3 4 regression method described in the accompanyingh 5 g 1 g T 1 g T 1 g T 1 g TH O 0 1 2 3 42 article [10]. Laboratory-written and public domain
software were used to process the data. laboratory-and we obtained the regression coefficients ( g ) andj

2 written programs were written in Turbo-Pascal,variances (S g ) that are shown in Table 1. Each hj
version 7.0, running on MS-DOS operating systemwas calculated by replacing the corresponding ex-
for an AcerMate 466d IBM compatible microcom-perimental temperature in 8C in the above expres-
puter.sion. The gels were stained in ethidium bromide

solution (0.5 mg/ml) during 1 h, photographed,
32blotted and hybridized [26] with [a P] dATP radio-

labeled ura3 and trp1 gene probes (markers for 4. Results and discussion
chromosomes V and IV of S. cerevisiae, respective-
ly). The chromosomes I,VI, III, IX,V and IV of yeast 4.1. Experimental v , v and t of S. cerevisiaer m rwere identified in the photographs by comparing chromosomes under different electric fields and
their migrations with those of l-mers and with the temperatures
positions of chromosomes V and IV in the au-
toradiographies. We previously demonstrated that the migrations

per pulse of a molecule electrophoresed at similar
conditions in CHEF and miniCHEF are equal in-3.3. Calculations of DNA migrations per pulse
dependently of the chamber dimension [10]. This
permitted one to fit our equations on velocities,Migrated distances (D ) were measured directlyik

migration per pulse and reorientation time using thefrom the photography negatives of the CHEF gels
migration data obtained in CHEF experiments per-with the aid of a digitizer tablet (Apple II, Graphic
formed in chambers of different sizes.

The array of migrations per pulse of a DNATable 1
molecule (d ) separated under given experimentalCoefficients and variances of the polynomial function relating ik

water viscosity and the experimental temperature conditions and different pulse times, was fitted to
two different linear functions of pulse duration (t )Subindex ( j) of Coefficients Variances pik

2 as described [10] (see, Section 2). The experimentalcoefficients g ( g ) (S g )j j j

22 27 migration data and the straight lines for d 5(a ) 1ik 0 i0 1.7844?10 2.122?10
24 211 (a ) t , for t #t , and d 5(b ) 1(b ) t ,1 25.9388?10 3.134?10 1 i pik pik p(i,lim) ik 0 i 1 i pik
25 2132 1.3494?10 2.180?10 for t .t (Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively) arepik p(i,lim)
27 2163 21.9278?10 2.303?10 shown in Figs. 1 and 2. In all trials (a ) was zero,0 i2204 1.2455?1029 2.817?10 whereas (b ) and the slopes (a ) and (b ) differed0 i 1 i 1 i
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from zero to a significant level of 0.05 [the values of reorientation angle, they found that DNA molecules
(a ) , (a ) , (b ) and (b ) can be calculated using usually reverse their path after the application of a0 i 1 i 0 i 1 i

the data presented in Table 2]. For any molecule, and new pulse; and what was the tail of the molecule
independently of the experimental conditions, we during the previous pulse, becomes the head and
always obtained that the slope after the reorientation, turns to the direction of the new field [27].
(b ) , was greater than the slope during the reorienta- According to the relationships among (a ) , (b )1 i 1 i 0 i

tion, (a ) , (Figs. 1 and 2), evidencing that during and (b ) with v , t , v [5,7], we determined the1 i 1 i ri ri mi

reorientation DNA migrated slower. This slower velocities and reorientation times for S. cerevisiae
movement appreciated at the macroscopic level may chromosomes separated under the CHEF conditions
be explained based on the microscopic behavior of showed in Figs. 1 and 2 Table 2. At any selected
DNA molecules. Gurrieri et al. [27] observed the combination of electric field and temperature, the vr

movement of stained DNA [27]. Using a 1208 and v of the chromosome sized molecules slightlym

Table 2
aReorientation times (t ) and migration velocities (v and v ) of different sized DNA molecules determined from experiments in CHEF andri ri mi

miniCHEF under distinct running conditions

Row (i) Size (kb) E (V/cm) T (8C) v v tmi ri ri
5 5(?10 cm/s) (?10 cm/s) (s)

1 230 5.80 20.0 11.99 4.09 9.81
2 230 10.71 20.0 31.06 9.37 4.93
3 230 12.86 20.0 39.47 10.70 3.38
4 230 16.07 20.0 62.97 19.28 2.68
5 270 5.80 20.0 12.18 4.09 10.57
6 270 10.71 20.0 32.23 7.38 5.76
7 270 12.86 20.0 39.81 10.70 3.69
8 270 16.07 20.0 63.35 16.63 2.84
9 315 5.80 20.0 11.54 4.35 14.35

10 315 16.07 20.0 61.94 16.63 3.80
11 440 5.80 20.0 11.56 4.27 20.05
12 440 10.71 20.0 26.81 7.38 7.77
13 440 12.86 20.0 38.17 9.73 7.29
14 440 16.07 20.0 62.81 17.25 5.54
15 577 5.80 20.0 10.32 3.32 30.17
16 577 10.71 20.0 27.21 6.79 15.61
17 577 12.86 20.0 42.12 8.74 13.92
18 230 8.04 25.0 17.31 7.55 4.92
19 270 8.04 25.0 17.85 6.73 6.01
20 315 8.04 25.0 17.74 6.44 8.24
21 440 8.04 25.0 18.61 5.65 12.84
22 577 8.04 25.0 17.86 5.65 18.16

a23 577 5.80 10.0 5.30 1.57 38.81
a24 577 5.80 15.0 7.30 1.41 32.90
a25 577 5.80 30.0 9.76 3.15 24.74
a26 1532 5.80 10.0 3.48 0.67 160.27
a27 1532 5.80 15.0 5.56 1.99 150.61
a28 1532 5.80 20.0 7.75 1.06 142.46
a29 1532 5.80 30.0 15.66 2.50 134.77
a30 230 5.80 20.0 10.62 4.24 8.29
a31 270 5.80 20.0 10.90 3.61 10.59
a32 315 5.80 20.0 10.83 3.61 14.63
a33 440 5.80 20.0 10.56 4.09 18.82
a34 577 5.80 20.0 10.31 3.74 28.16

Examples of the original migration data are shown in Figs. 1 and 2,4.
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Table 3depended on the DNA size, and sometimes DNA
2 2 9Variances (S c and S c ) and multiple regression coefficients (cj j jsize and velocities seemed to be unrelated (Table 2

9and c ) for Eqs. (8) and (9)jFig. 1), although v had a higher dependence onr
Subindex ( j) of Coefficients VariancesDNA size. Increments of the temperature (Fig. 2A

2the coefficients (c ) (S c )j jFig. 2B), and electric field (Fig. 2C Fig. 2D), or of
Eq. (8): log v 5c 1c log E1c log Lboth simultaneously (Fig. 2B Fig. 2C) augmented v m 0 1 2r 210 23.38 2.82?10and v (Table 2). Variations of the electric field from 22m 1 1.74 1.35?10

8.04 to 10.71 V/cm increased the v and v of the 23r m 2 20.24 5.90?10
molecules more than increasing the temperature from

9 9 920 to 258C (Table 2). Eq. (9): log v 5c 1c log E1c log Lr 0 1 2

21In the plots d against t (Figs. 1 and 2), tik pik r 0 27.13 4.19?10
22corresponds to the t value where the straight line, 1 1.43 1.99?10p
232 20.57 8.79?10fitted after the molecule reorientation, would cross

the t axis. For yeast chromosomes, I, VI, III, IX, Vp

and IV, the crossing points were at different abscissa
values (Figs. 1 and 2), and depended on the DNA of the exponents of Eq. (6) for v and v werer m

size (Fig. 1) and on the applied CHEF running x 51.43, y 520.5721.0; x 51.74, y 52r r m m

conditions (Fig. 2A Fig. 2B Fig. 2C Fig. 2D). As it 0.23521.0. Using these exponents we fitted v andri

was previously established [1,2,4,5,8,9,16,17,28], t v as linear functions of the new independentr mi
1.43was larger for DNA molecules of larger sizes, variables h and h , where h 5[Q E /ri mi ri i i

1.57 1.74 1.24whereas for a given DNA size, it decreases at higher [8ph L ], and h 5Q E / [8ph L ]. Afteri i mi i i i i

electric fields, or higher temperatures, or when both the iterations around these initial exponent estimates,
running variables are increased (Table 2). We agree we obtained for v a straight line (Fig. 3A) with am

26with previous reports [4,16,17,28–30] that the ve- non-significant intercept of 26.65?10 (variance5
211 2locities (v and v here) sharply depend on the buffer 3.45?10 ), a significant slope b 50.665 (S b 5r m m m
24viscosity and the electric field and slightly from 1.74?10 ) and exponents x 51.76 and y 51.08.m m

DNA size; whereas t is related to all these variables A statistical difference between b and cos (608)r m

[1,2,4,8,9,16,17,28]. was obtained to a significant level of 0.05. The vr
26presented a non-significant intercept of 22.52?10

2124.2. Quantitative relations between v , v and t (variance58.98?10 ), a significant slope b 5m r r r
2 27and DNA size and running variables 0.0207 (S b 55.58?10 ), and exponents x 51.45r r

3and y 51.35 (Fig. 3B). b also differed from cosr r

The migration velocity during a single oscillating (608). The final expressions of v and v were:m r

cycle has been reported as independent of DNA size
1.76 1.08

n 5 0.665 fQE /s8phL d g (10)[17,28]. However, these two variables are unrelated m

up to a possible logarithmic transformation of the
1.45 1.35

n 5 0.0207 fQE /s8phL d g (11)data [28]. The results of our experiments partially r

agree with these reports. The migration velocities
slightly depended on DNA size (Table 2); and to fit As we expected, we obtained for v and v (Eqs.m r

v and v equations (Eq. (6)) it was impossible to (10) and (11)) different exponents x and x and yr m m r m
yexclude the factor L , even when the variable Q was and y . Microscopy studies of the behaviour of DNAr

removed. Initial estimates of x , y , x and y for v migration demonstrated that during the reorientationm m r r m

and v (Eq. (6)) were obtained from the multivariate kinks may appear in the molecules [3,27]. They, andr

regression analyses of the logarithmic transformed the current leading DNA segment, are simultaneous-
variables (Eqs. (8) and (9)). After fitting, the co- ly pulled by the field [28], and E could act as driving

9efficients c and c significantly differed from zero and retarding forces. These kinks and the reversionj j

(significant level of 0.05). They and the variances of the movement of DNA molecules during the
2S c are shown in Table 3. Thus, the initial estimates reorientation [3,27] should be macroscopically ap-j
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preciated as different average apparent lengths of
DNA molecules during the reorientation and after the
reorientation.

The differences between b and cos (608) and bm r
3and cos (608) could be due to the fact that the net

charge of the DNA molecules was calculated as the
2 2formal charge (2bp1.0e , where e is the electron
210charge, and is 4.806?10 ; bp: base pairs) and that

the effect of the ions of the buffer on the net charge
[31,32] might be included in b and b as an averager m

scaling factor. b and b should be also affected bym r

another scaling factor related to the gel concentration
(C ). We estimated its value using previously pub-g

lished data [16] relating DNA velocity and gel
concentration (in %), obtaining that the scaling
factor is roughly 1/0.2C . Correcting b and b forg m r

3this factor and for cos (608) and cos (608), the
electrophoretic DNA charge approached 0.4 and
0.05, respectively, which are similar to those re-
ported for free and gel electrophoresis [31,32]. The
results achieved with these punctual estimations
suggest that the electrophoretic DNA charge may be
estimated from kinetic migration data by analyzing
the b and b obtained from the appropriate CHEFm r

2experiments. The use of 1.0e to obtain Eqs. (10)
and (11) simplifies these estimations.

Using the arrays t , L , v the parameter t wasri i ri r

described by a function of DNA contour length and
v (Fig. 3C). We obtained g 50.134, s51.14, and ther

1.14 0.926ratio (L /v ) . Thus,r

1.14 0.926t 5 0.134 L /n (12)s dr r

According to LD spectroscopy and microscopy
results, the relation ,L. / ,v. was previously
found useful to describe ,T ., or the time needed
to reach the undershoot in LD spectroscopy, consid-
ering that the averages ,L. and ,T . varied
proportionally during a DNA oscillating cycle [17].
However, our macroscopic description (Eq. (12))
slightly differed from this proposition that contains
L /v [9,17]. In agreement with our results, Oana et al.
[16] found that the characteristic time (t) of the
DNA oscillating cycle, determined by microscopy
studies, does not fit well to L /v. Thus, in Section 4.3

Fig. 3. Linear fittings of the parameters v (A), v (B) and them r we will analyze if Eq. (12) describes well thelogarithm of t (C) as functions of the transformations of runningr
relationship between the reorientation times obtainedvariables and DNA size. The transformations are shown in the

horizontal axis. in CHEF, the running variables and the DNA sizes.
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The parameter t may correspond to the time predictions (Tables 2 and 4). Only the experimentalr

required to accomplish a complete oscillating cycle. parameters, v , t (for chromosome IV separatedm29 r29

The parameters t , t and ,T . were similarly at 5.8 V/cm, 308C), v (for chromosome IXr r14

related to the electric field; t and ,T . depend on separated at 16.05 V/cm, 208C), t (for chromo-r12
21.1 21.260.1E and E , respectively [16,17]; whereas t some IX separated at 10.71 V/cm, 208C), v (forr r6

21.34depended on E . However, Carlsson and Jonsson chromosome VI separated at 10.71 V/cm, 208C) and
[33] recently found that in 1% agarose gels, the time v (for chromosome I separated at 16.07 V/cm,r3

needed to reach the overshoot in LD studies (t ) was 208C) were out of their corresponding confidencep
21.26proportional to E , whereas the time needed to intervals of the predictions (Tables 2 and 4). These

21.21reach the undershoot (t ) was proportional to E . results presented a general prediction efficiency (oru

They are interpreted as the time required by DNA to agreement between experimental and predicted val-
complete the extension phase, or the oscillating ues) of 94%. For v it was 97%, for v 91%, and form r

cycle, respectively. Thus, we can not rule out that t t 94%; and only a single row (the molecule of 1532r r

corresponds to the time required to accomplish the kb separated at 5.8V/cm and 308C) had two outliers
extension phase. Up to now, our calculation pro- representing the 3% of all studied molecules and
cedure for t , v and v does not detect the fine experimental conditions (Table 4). This demonstra-r r m

changes reported in microscopy and LD studies. ted that Eqs. (10)–(12) (Fig. 3A Fig. 3B Fig. 3C)
Therefore, the observed similarities are not sufficient predict tolerably well our experimental v , v andmi ri

information to determine a reliable correspondence t .ri

among these parameters. Data outliers are commonly found in experimenta-
We should add that in macroscopic studies of tion. Despite the fact that we used a robust regres-

DNA migration, the reorientation time was reported sion method to avoid their deleterious influence on
1.17to depend proportionally on kb [4,6]. Here, t , v and v estimates, we are aware that ourr r m

operating with the exponents of L and Q in Eq. (12) procedure or functions could fail in particular situa-
as ( y 1s21)0.93, we calculated that t depends on tions. Thus, we used Eq. (12) to predict DNAr r

1.38L , which has a similar dependence. Our results reorientation times obtained by other authors, for
are also in good agreement with other earlier reports different experimental conditions and using different

21.4 1where t ~E , and h . [34,4]. The v equation estimation procedures [16,35,36]. One of these pro-r m

*contains the electric field raised to 1.76, which is cedures renders a parameter named T that ap-
close to the exponent reported for E in conventional proaches the molecule reorientation time. Eq. (12)
electrophoresis [18]. If we take v as DNA velocity predicted for conditions of 4 V/cm and 148C, a t ofm r

in the steady state, it is easy to see that v and t can 2.03 s for lDNA, of 11.4 s for a 170 kb molecule, ofr r

be expressed as functions of v , as it has been 75.8 s for a 670 kb molecule and of 152.2 s for am

proposed [8]. However, our data also show that v is 1110 kb molecule. Under the above conditions andr

not a simple linear reduction of v . using 1% of agarose concentration, Hutson et al. [35]m

*obtained T values of 1.9, 13, 72 and 150 s for each
4.3. Validation of functions predictions one of the mentioned molecules, respectively. The

other procedure gives the parameter t, which is
We validated the predictions of the equations that determined from data obtained observing the move-

describe v , v and t (Eqs. (10)–(12), respectively) ment of stained DNA in the microscope [16]. Form r r

with data obtained from experimental CHEF runs. phage T4 DNA, electrophoresed at 8.0 V/cm, 208C
Eq. (10) (2i), Eq. (11) (2i) and Eq. (12) (2i) were in 1.5% of agarose gel, Eq. (12) predicted t 53.7 s.r

fitted as described in Section 2. The deleted variables In the experiment t was 3.4 s [16]. Thus, Eq. (12)
E , h , L of the row (Table 2) were replaced also predicted the reorientation times calculated by(2i ) (2i ) (2i ) i

in the equations to obtain the confidence intervals other authors using other procedures and other
and the respective predictions, v , v and t experimental conditions.m(2i ) r(2i ) r(2i )

(Table 4). Most of the experimental parameters are Two general approaches have been widely used
inside the corresponding confidence interval of the for the validation of the function predictions: (a) the
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Table 4
Predictions for v , v and t of Eq. (10) (2i), Eq. (11) (2i) and Eq. (12) (2i), respectively, each fitted without the data of row ofm(2i ) r(2i ) r(2i ) i

Table 1

Predicted v 6CI v 6CI t Confidence limitsm(2i ) r(2i ) r(2i )
5 5row (2i) (?10 cm/s) (?10 cm/s) (s)

t 2CI t 1CIr(2i ) r(2i )

1 10.6364.30 4.1662.08 9.11 7.12 11.66
2 31.1864.34 10.1362.08 3.95 3.11 5.02
3 43.2864.26 13.4461.94? 3.11 2.42 4.01
4 63.7364.70 17.7362.20 2.29 1.78 2.94
5 10.5064.28 3.9362.08 11.42 8.93 14.60
6 30.7564.27 9.6261.95? 4.96 3.88 6.33
7 42.6564.34 12.6162.03 3.93 3.05 5.05
8 62.5964.66 17.3062.24 2.91 2.25 3.75
9 10.3664.31 3.7362.06 14.08 10.99 18.04

10 62.0064.66 16.1662.20 3.57 2.78 4.59
11 10.0964.29 3.3362.04 22.43 17.56 28.66
12 29.6564.27 8.0662.07 9.88? 7.84 12.46
13 41.0064.33 10.5362.08 7.69 6.00 9.85
14 59.7664.45 14.0061.77? 5.70 4.44 7.31
15 9.8664.35 3.0262.08 32.60 25.43 41.79
16 29.0064.32 7.3262.07 14.22 11.12 18.17
17 39.8164.25 9.5762.07 11.07 8.77 13.98
18 21.1764.16 7.5062.07 5.30 4.13 6.80
19 20.9164.24 7.0962.07 6.61 5.17 8.46
20 20.6564.25 6.7262.07 8.14 6.35 10.44
21 20.1164.33 5.9862.07 12.92 10.09 16.55
22 19.6864.32 5.4462.07 18.80 14.68 24.08
23 7.5364.35 2.3062.09 41.73 32.50 53.58
24 8.6664.37 2.6362.06 36.77 28.71 47.08
25 12.3564.30 3.7762.08 26.36 20.57 33.77
26 6.9564.25 1.6362.09 159.74 122.21 208.80
27 7.9964.33 1.8962.10 138.79 106.60 180.69
28 9.1064.37 2.1362.08 122.16 94.43 158.05
29 11.5163.95? 2.6962.10 97.07? 77.04 122.32
30 10.6164.36 4.1662.08 9.16 7.17 11.71
31 10.4864.35 3.9262.08 11.42 8.93 14.60
32 10.3564.35 3.7262.09 14.07 10.99 18.02
33 10.0864.35 3.3362.05 22.49 17.69 28.58
34 9.8664.35 3.0362.06 32.71 25.63 41.74

Symbol ? tags statistical differences between experimental and predicted values in the cross-validation. CI is the 95% confidence interval.

experimental data are split in two sets, and one set is DNA differ, and identical experimental conditions
used for function fitness, and the other to compare have to be set to carry out accurate comparisons. The
the experimental values with the function predic- validation procedure that we proposed here is simple,
tions. This approach usually deteriorates the fitness save time, reagents and efforts and does not deterior-
of the functions, requests more data, and consumes ate function fitness.
additional time and resources. (b) The parameters
and migrations are determined by a different ex- 4.4. Migrations per pulse of all molecules at
perimental procedure, for example, using LD spec- different running conditions as two functions of t ,p

troscopy [6,17,33] or direct observation by micro- v , v and tr m r

scopy of the movement of stained DNA in conditions
similar to those applied in PFGE [3,16,27,35,37]. We separated the arrays of migration data d inik

However, the migrations of stained and unstained two sets. Any d obtained at t less than t belongsik pik ri
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to a single set (that contains d ), and any drik ik

obtained at t greater than t belongs to anotherpik ri

single set (that contains d ). Further, using the setmik

d we fitted:rik

d 5 n t for t # t (13A)rik ri pik pik ri

and using the other set we fitted

d 5 n (t 2 t ) for t . t (13B)mik mi pik ri pik ri

1.45 1.35 1.14where v 5(brQ E / [8ph L ]; t 5g(L /ri i i i i ri i
0.926 1.76 1.08v ) and v 5b Q E / [8ph L ].ri mi m i i i i

Using the robust regression method described in
the accompanying paper [10] we fitted Eq. (13A),
taking v t as the independent variable. For 194ri pik

pairs of points and to a significant level of 0.05 we
25obtained the intercept equal to zero ( p 52.88?10 ,0

2 27S p 51.23?10 ) and the slope statistically equal to0
2 24one ( p 51.02, S p 54.54?10 ). Eq. (13B) was1 1

obtained with 296 pairs of points by fitting d as amik

robust linear function of v (t 2t ). To a signifi-mi pik ri

cant level of 0.05 the intercept was equal to zero
24 2 279 9( p 51.36?10 , S p 53.81?10 ) and the slope0 0

29 9was statistically equal to one ( p 50.99, S p 54.13?1 1
2510 ). We also validated if Eqs. (13A) and (13B)

predicted the migrations per pulse of the molecules.
When we deleted a row of Table 2 we alsoi

eliminated from the data the arrays d , t of theik pik

particular molecule separated under the conditions
shown in the row . Thus, replacing the t , vi r(2i ) r(2i )

and v estimates (Table 4) in Eqs. (13A) andm(2i )

(13B), we predicted the array of migrations per pulse
Fig. 4. Contrast among the experimental (d ) (s) and theikd that each yeast chromosome should have at the(2ik) predicted (d ) (n) migrations per pulses of the 315 (A) and 577(2 ik)assayed pulse times t and the conditions givenp(2ik) (B) kb chromosomes at all assayed pulse times (t ) and thepik

in the row of Table 2. The d , obtained in CHEF or experimental conditions shown in the plots. Predictions were donei ik
with Eq. (13A) (2i) and Eq. (13B) (2i), using v , v andminiCHEF experiments at different t were always m(2i ) r(2i )pik
t estimates shown in Table 4.r(2i )similar to the corresponding predictions d of Eq.(2ik)

(13A) (2i) and Eq. (13B) (2i) (Fig. 4), demon-
strating that they predicted well the migrations per G(t 2 t ) 5 1 if (t 2 t ) # 0p r p r

pulses of yeast chromosomes electrophoresed in
CHEF under our experimental conditions. G(t 2 t ) 5 0 if (t 2 t ) . 0p r p r

9The slopes p and p of Eqs. (13A) and (13B)1 1

were statistically equal (significant level of 0.05).
Then, using G(t 2t ), we rewrite together Eqs.p rTherefore, the migrations per pulse obtained during

(13A) and (13B) and describe the migration perand after DNA reorientation converged in a single
pulse by the general functionstraight line. We obtained this single linear function

taking into consideration the discontinuity at t 5t .p r d 5 n t G(t 2 t )ik ri pik pik riTo model it we used a function G(t 2t ) that takesp r

values of 0 or 1 according to: 1 n (t 2 t ) 1 2 G(t 2 t ) (14)f gmi pik ri pik ri
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99 99To obtain Eq. (14) we fitted d 5p 1p w ; solution of Eq. (14) can be obtained, but we solved itik 0 1 ik

where w , is the right member of Eq. (14) and v , using a simple numerical method, that is based onik mi

v , t are as for Eqs. (13A) and (13B). Thus increasing or decreasing an initial estimate of theri ri
1.45 1.35 solution until the sign of the function changes.w 5 hb Q E / [8ph L ]jht G(t 2 t )j 1ik r i i i i pik pik ri

1.76 1.08 Repeating these steps the solution is calculated withhb Q E / [8ph L ]jh(t 2t )[12G(t 2t )]j.m i i i i pik ri pik ri

the precision that the analytical method wouldAs can be observed in Figs. 1 and 2,5, the original
provide. Thus, giving to our computer program themigration data were scattered, whereas if we used
experimental conditions (E, h, t ), the experimentalthe variable w the data converged into a line. This pik

value of d (D/N ), and an initial small size value (1general straight line (Fig. 5, continuous line) had p
25 2 kb), Eq. (14) is evaluated by replacing these values99 99non-significant intercept p 53.92?10 , S p 50 0

28 in it. Then, the theoretic migration per pulse (d ) for991.58?10 , and a significant slope p 50.998 and t1
2 26 the initial size, is obtained and compared with the99S p 52.79?10 . Thus, we obtained a function that1

experimental one (d). While d ±d, the size value isdescribes the migration per pulses that DNA mole- t

increased (or decreased) by Dkb (initial Dkb51),cules should have at different electric fields and
and a new d is recalculated and compared with d.temperatures in CHEF and miniCHEF electropho- t

The loop is finished when (d2d )¯0 and the finalresis. It was proposed that the dynamic of large DNA t

size value (kb ) is obtained. By replacing kb in Eqs.segments during electrophoresis can be described by u u

(10)–(12), we obtained the corresponding v , v anda set of simple mechanical equations [28]. Our r m

t (Table 5). We called these new estimations t , vresults support this proposition. r ru ru

and v , because they were calculated from a singlemu

CHEF run.
4.5. Calculation of DNA size, t , v and v using To validate if the method proposed in the abover r m

a single migrated distance in CHEF paragraph gives suitable estimates for kb , t , vu ru ru

electrophoresis and v we compared the kb with the sizes of yeastmu u

chromosomes determined by sequencing [19], and
We also analyzed if, by solving Eq. (14), we could compared the t , v and v with the t , v and vru mu ru r m r

estimate DNA size (and L), migration velocities and obtained in separated CHEF experiments using the
the reorientation time of a molecule from the value procedure described in Section 2. We did not use
of its migrated distance (D) in a single CHEF run these later estimates for the fitness of Eqs. (1)–(12),
under known experimental conditions. The analytical (13A), (13B), (14).

The distances migrated by chromosome III of S.
cerevisiae in miniCHEF electrophoresis at 10, 15, 20
and 30 s of pulse times, at 208C and 10.71 V/cm
were used to determine in each experiment the
corresponding kb , t , v and v (Table 5). Theu ru ru mu

sizes (kb ) estimated at these pulse times were close,u

giving a mean size of 344 kb, a mean error of 5.5 kb
and a small relative standard deviation (R.S.D.) of
1.6% (Table 5). Similar results were obtained using
migrations per pulse of this chromosome separated in
miniCHEF at a higher electric field. The kb esti-u

mates were more disperse, but the R.S.D. [100(mean
standard error /mean)] was less than 10%. In addi-
tion, the estimated mean sizes of chromosome III,
either the one calculated from data obtained at 10.71

Fig. 5. Migrations per pulse of all studied DNA molecules (see
V/cm or the one at 12.86 V/cm did not significantlyexamples in Figs. 1 and 2,4) (n5490) plotted together against the
differ. However, the mean of kb obtained at 10.71new independent variable w (see Eq. (14)). Continuous line uik

shows the best fit of Eq. (14) as a single straight line. V/cm statistically differed from the sequenced size
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Table 5
Estimations of DNA size (k ), t , v and v solving Eq. (14) for the migrated distance of a molecule in a single CHEF run at t .tbu ru ru mu p r

t Yeast chromosome III Yeast chromosome III Yeast chromosome Vp

(s)
d E510.71 V/cm d E512.86 V/cm d E516.07 V/cm

3 3 3(?10 ) (?10 ) (?10 )
Estimations Estimations Estimations

5 5 5 5 5 5kb t v ?10 v ?10 kb t v ?10 v ?10 kb t v ?10 v ?10u ru ru mu u ru ru mu u ru ru mu

10 0.985 336 6.76 8.85 30.26 1.161 420 7.19 10.67 41.02 1.592 529 7.33 13.60 59.60
15 2.528 333 6.68 8.88 30.28 4.024 340 5.37 11.49 41.72 4.182 561 7.95 13.32 59.32
20 3.856 353 7.24 8.70 30.14 5.676 381 6.29 11.04 41.34 7.328 547 7.68 13.44 59.44
25 – – – – – – – – – – 10.568 527 7.30 13.61 59.62
30 6.861 354 7.26 8.69 30.13 – – – – – 12.665 592 8.57 13.07 59.07

Exp.Pr – – 6.25 6.53 28.89 – – 5.65 10.71 39.56 – – 8.40 14.56 63.37
2S Pr – – 0.20 1.20 2.59 – – 0.40 1.68 9.23 – – 1.07 0.87 47.55

kb – 344* – – – – 380 – – – – 551 – – –u

S kb – 5.5 – – – – 23 – – – – 12 – – –u

R.S.D. (%) 1.6 6.1 2.2
Seq. size – 315 – – – – 315 – – – – 577 – –

Comparison of the mean of k with the sequenced size. Comparison of t , v and v with the experimental t , v and v .bu ru ru mu r r m
2 2 2 10The units of d, t , v and v are as in Table 1. S Pr: Variances of parameters: S v and S v are multiplied by 10 . Exp. Pr: t , v and v , determined as described in Section 2.r r m r m r r m

(k ): Mean of the estimated sizes. Seq. size: Sequenced size. The asterisk indicates significant differences to a significant level of 0.05. R.S.D.: relative standard deviations of thebu

estimated mean sizes.
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of this chromosome. The other estimation did not perimental conditions required to separate a desired
significantly differ from the sequenced size (signifi- particular set of molecules.
cant level 0.05). We also obtained size estimates kb We expect that changes in the ionic strength of theu

for chromosome V separated in miniCHEF electro- buffer and in the agarose concentration will modify
phoresis at 16.07 V/cm that are comparable to the the coefficients of our functions. Our functions will
real sequenced size (Table 5). The mean size did not not reproduce migrations in equipments generating
significantly differ from the real size (Table 5). We non homogeneous electric fields along the gel, up to
concluded that the procedure did not render the exact a precise determination of the reorientation angle
sequenced size, as it happens when determining sizes gradients. If these determinations are done, this
by comigration with l-mers; however, it gives kinetic approach, which is independent of the molec-
estimates resembling the real sizes, with relatively ular model to explain the movement, may help to
small mean errors and the R.S.D.s were always less describe the migration of DNA in any PFGE system.
than 10%, indicating that the procedure provides size The method proposed to validate the predictions of
estimates with low variability. the functions is general. Thus, it could be used in

We further compared the t , v , v with the t , v migrations studies carried out using other PFGEru ru mu r r

and v of these molecules, determined as described system. The procedure developed to approach DNAm

in Section 2. In all tests, the calculated t , v and size, t , v and v using a migrated distance of aru ru r m r

v of chromosomes III and V did not significantly DNA molecule in a single CHEF run is also simplemu

differ (significant level of 0.05) from the corre- and permits the determinations of these parameters in
sponding experimental t , v and v (Table 5). Thus, a short time saving reagent and efforts. Finally, inr r m

using the above described procedure, a single CHEF the accompanying article [10] we proposed that
run is informative for approaching DNA size, t , v migration data, collected in CHEF and miniCHEFr r

and v . This procedure, or another based on this can be used together to study DNA migration. Them

principle, could give valuable information of migra- functions presented here corroborated this. Thus, by
tion velocities and reorientation times of the mole- combining both, the data already collected in large
cules to design CHEF runs. chambers and new data obtained by fast separations

in minichambers, we should be able to complete the
4.6. Limitations and advantages of our approach description of DNA migration in CHEF in a very

short time.
The functions presented here provided expressions

for the velocities during a single pulse that were
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